
Kainos & DVSA:  
Risk Ratings Project

Kainos worked with DVSA to pioneer a predictive 
analytics tool which has revolutionised the process 
for identifying fraud and inadequate standards.  
This machine learning (ML) tool enables DVSA  
to identify abnormal MOT testing behavioural  
patterns, effectively target enforcement and 
inspection activities, and ultimately improve  
Britain’s road safety.

The Risk Ratings algorithm now in place:

  Focuses on individual MOT tester performance.

  Considers changes to testing behaviour  
over time.

  Refreshes regularly, enabling accurate,  
up-to-date risk scoring. 

  Incorporates an expanse of features, such as: 
test volumes, frequency, duration and pass 
rates, as well as disciplinary history.

Kainos and Driver and Vehicle  
Standards Agency (DVSA): 
Intelligent Risk Ratings that 
Improve Road Safety

About DVSA 

DVSA works to make Britain’s roads safer and conducts over 42 million MOT tests each year. Its biggest 
challenges are maintaining standards and eliminating fraud. 

Previously, DVSA relied on unannounced spot checks by Vehicle Examiners (VEs) policing 66,000 MOT  
Testers across 24,000 garages. VEs would ask questions and assign a risk score. This meant that the quality 
of the assessment was subjective, only based on performance on the given day, did not rate individual tester 
performance and required considerable human resources to operate.
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“We have been risk-rating garages for  
a number of years now by asking a series  
of questions which can be open to 
interpretation and lead to inconsistencies. 
By using ML to assess risk it is far more 
accurate, and as the data is created by the 
garages and not by us, it means we are able 
to target garages that pose a higher risk to 
road safety.
DVSA has enjoyed a very collaborative 
relationship with Kainos. It has been a real 
partnership. Both DVSA and the garage trade 
are interested and enthused by our revised 
risk rating model.”  

Chris Price, DVSA MOT Product Manager

Results and Benefits

The project, an excellent example of private and public-sector collaboration, highlights the benefits of leveraging 
ML techniques to achieve substantial business change and organisational strategic objectives; achievements  
a manual approach would not have accomplished.

Why DVSA chose Kainos

•  Experience and knowledge of overcoming  
key obstacles

•  An expert understanding of ML and how  
to select and deliver the most appropriate  
ML algorithm

•  Expertise in collating, understanding and  
preparing data

•  Experience in validating the predictive  
model output 

The project was particularly suited to Kainos’ agile 
way of working, with regular testing and feedback 
making the design, tuning and validation process  
as efficient as possible.

www.kainos.com

Departmental Impact

The ML approach enables DVSA to leverage data to improve operational efficiency and decision making. It is 
now used to optimise staff distribution and prioritise VEs’ daily activities, supporting DVSA’s strategic objective 
of increasing disciplinary cases by 8%.

Garages are receptive to the more objective and data-driven methodology, and welcome the opportunity to drive 
quality improvements and remove rogue-traders. They also receive test quality information which enables them 
to improve their own standards.

 3,200 site reviews have been 
completed since go-live, 74% of which 

have resulted in an ‘unsatisfactory’  
or ‘needs improvement’ ratings.

The tool has substantially improved 
hit rates, for example, March 2019 
saw 77% ‘unsatisfactory’ / ’needs 

improvement’ results, compared with 
28% in the previous March.

33% of visits to RED (highest risk) 
garages in March 2019 resulted in 

disciplinary action or warning letters 
– more than double the amount for 

the same period in 2018.

Vehicle Examiners benefit from a richer, near-real-time dataset that readily identifies poor practice, builds  
a picture of performance over time and supports garages to improve quality. VEs can also deliver more objective 
assessments and the time taken to complete pre-visit manual data analysis has been reduced by 50%. 

Statistics (as of April 2019) show how the solution is making Britain’s roads safer:


